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ABSTRACT
We report on new techniques we have developed for
reconstructing phylogenies on whole genomes. Our
mathematical techniques include new polynomial-time
methods for bounding the inversion length of a candidate
tree and new polynomial-time methods for estimating
genomic distances which greatly improve the accuracy of
neighbor-joining analyses. We demonstrate the power of
these techniques through an extensive performance study
based on simulating genome evolution under a wide range
of model conditions. Combining these new tools with
standard approaches (fast reconstruction with neighborjoining, exploration of all possible refinements of strict consensus trees, etc.) has allowed us to analyze datasets that
were previously considered computationally impractical.
In particular, we have conducted a complete phylogenetic
analysis of a subset of the Campanulaceae family, confirming various conjectures about the relationships among
members of the subset and about the principal mechanism of evolution for their chloroplast genome. We give
representative results of the extensive experimentation we
conducted on both real and simulated datasets in order
to validate and characterize our approaches. We find that
our techniques provide very accurate reconstructions of
the true tree topology even when the data are generated by processes that include a significant fraction of
transpositions and when the data are close to saturation.
Contact: moret@cs.unm.edu or tandy@cs.utexas.edu

INTRODUCTION
Biologists can infer the ordering and strandedness of
genes on a chromosome, and thus represent each chromosome by an ordering of signed genes (where the sign
indicates the strand). These gene orders can be rearranged
by evolutionary events such as inversions and transpositions and, because they evolve slowly, give us an important
new source of data for phylogeny reconstruction. Many
biologists have already embraced this new source of data
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in their phylogenetic work (Downie and Palmer, 1992;
Olmstead and Palmer, 1994; Palmer, 1992; Raubeson and
Jansen, 1992). Appropriate tools for analyzing such data
may help resolve some difficult phylogenetic reconstruction problems. Developing such tools is thus an important
area of research—indeed, the recent DCAF symposium
was devoted to this topic, as was a workshop at DIMACS.
A natural optimization problem for phylogeny reconstruction from gene order data is to reconstruct an
evolutionary scenario with a minimum number of the
permitted evolutionary events on the tree. This problem is
NP-hard for most criteria—even the very simple problem
of computing the median of three genomes under such
models is NP-hard (Caprara, 1999; Pe’er and Shamir,
1998). All approaches to phylogeny reconstruction for
such data must therefore find ways of handling the
significant computational difficulties. Moreover, because
suboptimal solutions can yield very different evolutionary
reconstructions, exact solutions are strongly preferred
over approximate solutions (see Swofford et al. (1996)).
For some datasets (e.g., chloroplast genomes of land
plants), biologists conjecture that the only rearrangement events that occur are inversions. In other datasets,
transpositions and inverted transpositions are viewed as
possible, but their relative preponderance with respect to
inversions is unknown, so that it is difficult to define a
suitable distance measure based on these three events.
Researchers have used breakpoint distance (number of
pairwise gene adjacencies present in one genome but
absent in the other—not a count of evolutionary events)
as an independent measure of distance between genomes
and the breakpoint phylogeny, proposed by Blanchette et
al. (Blanchette et al., 1997), is the most parsimonious tree
with respect to breakpoint distances.

PRIOR RESULTS
We build on several major prior results.
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BPAnalysis. Blanchette et al. (Blanchette et al., 1997)
proposed the breakpoint phylogeny (finding the tree with
the fewest breakpoints) and developed a reconstruction
method, BPAnalysis (Sankoff and Blanchette, 1998),
for that purpose. Their method examines every possible
tree topology in turn and for each topology, it generates
a set of ancestral genomes so as to minimize the total
breakpoint distance in the tree. This method returns
good results, but takes exponential time: the number of
topologies is exponential and generating a set of ancestral
genomes is achieved through an unbounded iterative
process that must solve an instance of the Travelling
Salesperson Problem (TSP) for each internal node at each
iteration. And hence, the total running time is exponential
in both the number of genes and the number of genomes.

We developed an alternate method, based on
a binary encoding of breakpoints, to take advantage of
existing parsimony software (Cosner et al., 2000b,a).
This method, called Maximum Parsimony on Binary
Encodings (MPBE), is exponential only in the number of
genomes (because the parsimony problem is NP-hard),
runs very fast in practice, but returns only candidate tree
topologies and so must make use of the labeling phase
of BPAnalysis in order to return ancestral genomes.
(Similar approaches based on neighbor-joining suffer
from the same problem.)
MPBE.

GRAPPA. We reimplemented BPAnalysis in order to
analyze our larger datasets and also to experiment with
alternate approaches. Our program, called GRAPPA (Moret
et al., 2001b), includes all of the features of BPAnalysis,
but runs about three orders of magnitude faster. As part
of the development of GRAPPA, we designed a new and
very fast linear-time algorithm for computing inversion
distances (Bader et al., 2000), which has enabled us to
extend our work on breakpoint phylogeny to the inversion
phylogeny.
IEBP. We developed a mathematical technique for
estimating the maximum likelihood evolutionary distance
between two genomes (Wang and Warnow, 2001). This
technique, called IEBP for “Inverting Expected Breakpoint Distances,” has provable error bounds and performs
well empirically. Furthermore, using IEBP distances for
neighbor-joining analyses results in improved estimations
of the true phylogenetic tree.

NEW RESULTS
We present several new results in this paper:
• EDE, a new polynomial-time technique for estimating
evolutionary distances between genomes. EDE is not
as good an estimator as IEBP, but neighbor-joining
trees based on EDE distance estimates are more
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accurate than neighbor-joining trees based on any
other distance, including IEBP distances.
• A simulation study examining the relationship between topological accuracy and two definitions of
tree length: the number of breakpoints on the tree and
the number of inversions on the tree. We find that
both definitions for tree length are correlated with
topological accuracy, with the correlation weakest for
genomes of 37 genes (the mitochondrial genome),
especially when the dataset is close to saturation.
• A detailed study of the efficacy of using a simple
lower bound on the inversion length of a candidate
phylogeny. We observe that this simple bound can
quickly eliminate close to 100% of the candidate trees
when the evolutionary rates are sufficiently low.
• A successful analysis of a dataset of Campanulaceae
(bluebell flower) using a combination of these techniques, resulting in a million-fold speedup over previous approaches.
Our research combines the development of mathematical
techniques with extensive experimental performance
studies. We present a cross-section of the results of
the experimental study we conducted to characterize
and validate our approaches. We used a large variety
of simulated datasets as well as several real datasets
(chloroplast and mitochondrial genomes) and tested
speed (in both sequential and parallel implementations),
robustness (in particular against mismatched models),
efficacy (for our new bounding technique), and accuracy
(for reconstruction and distance estimation).

BASIC MATERIAL
Evolutionary events
When each genome has the same set of genes and each
gene appears exactly once, a genome can be described by
an ordering (circular or linear) of these genes, each gene
given with an orientation that is either positive (gi ) or
negative (−gi ). Let G be the genome with signed ordering
g1 , g2 , . . . , gn . An inversion between indices i and j ,
for i ≤ j , produces the genome with linear ordering
g1 , g2 , . . . , gi−1 , −g j , −g j −1 , . . . , −gi , g j +1 , . . . , gn

A transposition on the (linear or circular) ordering G
acts on three indices, i, j, k, with i ≤ j and k ∈
/ [i, j ],
picking up the interval gi , gi+1 , . . . , g j and inserting it
immediately after gk . Thus the genome G above (with
the additional assumption of k > j ) is replaced by
g1 , . . . , gi−1 , g j +1 , . . . , gk , gi , gi+1 , . . . , g j , gk+1 , . . . , gn

An inverted transposition is an inversion composed with
a transposition. The distance between two gene orders
is the minimum number of inversions, transpositions,
and inverted transpositions needed to transform one gene
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order into the other; when only one type of event occur in
the model, we speak of inversion distance or transposition
distance.
A dataset of genomes is said to be saturated if it contains
a pair of genomes whose inversion distance is as large as
the expected distance between two completely unrelated
genomes. This saturation value depends on the number
of genes and is bounded from above by n, the maximum
distance between any two genomes on n genes (Meidanis
et al., 2000). Reconstructing trees from saturated datasets
is difficult because of the seeming randomness in the
data—this is well understood for gene sequences (Huson
et al., 1999a,b; Swofford et al., 1996), so it is no surprise
that it applies to gene rearrangements as well.
Given two genomes G and G on the same set of
genes, a breakpoint in G is defined as an ordered pair of
genes (gi , g j ) such that gi and g j appear consecutively
in that order in G, but neither (gi , g j ) nor (−g j , −gi )
appear consecutively in that order in G . The number of
breakpoints in G relative to G is the breakpoint distance
between G and G (and is symmetric).

The Nadeau-Taylor model
The Nadeau-Taylor model (Nadeau and Taylor, 1984)
of genome evolution uses only genome rearrangement
events, so that all genomes have equal gene content. The
model assumes that each of the three types of events
obeys a Poisson distribution on each edge—with the three
means for the three types of events in some fixed ratio.
Model trees: simulating evolution
A model tree is a rooted binary tree in which each edge e
has an associated non-negative real number, λe , denoting
the expected number of events on e. The model tree also
has a weight parameter, which defines the probability that
a rearrangement event is an inversion, transposition, or
inverted transposition. We used weights equal to 1:0:0
(inversions only), 0:1:0 (transpositions only), and 1:1:1
(all three events are equally probable).
In our experimental studies, we used random leaflabelled trees as the topologies and assigned uniform edge
lengths to these trees. The simulator generates signed
circular orderings of the genes as follows. The root is
assigned the identity gene ordering g1 , g2 , . . . , gk . When
traversing an edge e with expected number of events λe ,
three random numbers are generated according to the
model weight: the first determines the actual number of
inversions on that edge, the second that of transpositions,
and the third that of inverted transpositions. Once the
number of events of each type is determined, the order
of these events is randomly selected, as are the indices on
which these events operate. This process produces a set of
circular, signed gene orders for each genome at the leaves
of the model tree.

Labelling internal nodes
The approach proposed by Sankoff and Blanchette to
derive ancestral genomes for the internal nodes of a tree is
iterative, using a local optimization strategy. After initial
labels have been assigned in some way, their procedure
repeatedly traverses the tree, computing the breakpoint
median of its three neighbors for each node, and using
it as the new label if this change improves the overall
breakpoint score. The median-of-three subproblems are
transformed into instances of the Travelling Salesperson
Problem (TSP) and solved optimally. The overall procedure is a heuristic without any approximation guarantees,
but does very well in practice on datasets with a small
number of genomes.
GRAPPA uses the same overall iterative strategy and also
solves the median-of-three problem in its TSP formulation
to get a potential label for the internal nodes. GRAPPA,
however, has the option of accepting a relabelling of an
internal node based on either the breakpoint score (as in
BPAnalysis) or on the inversion score of the tree. In
addition, GRAPPA can substitute approximate TSP solvers
(greedy and variations of Lin-Kernighan (Johnson and
McGeoch, 1997)) for the exact one whenever the exact
solver gets bogged down by a TSP instance.
Performance criteria
Let T be a tree leaf-labelled by the set S. Deleting some
edge e from T produces a bipartition πe of G into two
sets. Let T be the true tree and let T be an estimate of
T . Then the false negatives of T with respect to T are
those bipartitions that appear in T that do not appear in
T . This number is normalized by dividing by the number
of non-trivial bipartitions of T . Note that, if this rate is 0,
then T equals T or refines it.
ESTIMATING DISTANCES
Introduction
Because the distance between two genomes is defined to
be the minimum number of events needed to transform
one genome into another, it may underestimate the number
of events that actually took place during evolution. While
the evolutionary processes that lead to changes in gene
sequences are different from those that lead to genome
rearrangements, the extensive literature on the improvement obtained with NJ by giving it “corrected” distances
(so that they are good estimates of the actual number of
events) (Swofford et al., 1996) suggests strongly that comparable improvements might be obtained by correcting
distances for genome rearrangements. Furthermore, there
is both theoretical and empirical evidence that the trees
reconstructed by most distance methods, including NJ,
degrade significantly (in terms of topological accuracy)
under high rates of evolution (Atteson, 1999; Huson et al.,
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1999a). For these reasons, we have given a lot of attention
to providing improved estimates of inversion distances.

IEBP—a theoretical correction
We have developed a general analytical technique for estimating the expected number of breakpoints produced by
a sequence of random events in the Nadeau-Taylor model
with arbitrary weights γ I , γT , and γ I T , for inversion,
transposition, and inverted transposition, respectively
(Wang and Warnow, 2001). The technique applies to
datasets that are either signed or unsigned, circular or
linear, and for many other event classes. The technique
has two steps:
1. Given a pair of genomes G and G , compute the
breakpoint distance.
2. Estimate k, the number of events along the simple
path P in the evolutionary tree between G and G .
For any genome X , define the function Bi (X ) as follows:
Bi (X ) = 1 if there is a breakpoint between genes i and
i + 1 in genome X , and Bi (X ) = 0 otherwise. Let X k
be the genome obtained by applying a random sequence
of k events to X 0 . (All X k ’s have the same gene content.)
The following theorem shows that F k , our estimate for
E[B P(X k , X 0 )], has low error:
T HEOREM 1. (from Wang and Warnow (2001)) Let

E be a class of rearrangement events such that for
any genome X , ρ ∈ E , and breakpoint position i ,
Pr(Bi (ρ X ) = 1 | Bi (X ) = 0) is independent of X .
|Fk (E ) − E[B P(X k , X 0 )]| = O(1)
Denote by H the class of rearrangement events in the
Nadeau-Taylor model of evolution associated with any
setting of γ I , γT , and γ I T .
T HEOREM 2. (from Wang and Warnow (2001)) For all
k ≥ 0,
|Fk (H) − E[B P(X k , X 0 )]| ≤ 1 +

1
n−1

EDE—an empirical correction
Although NJ using our IEBP estimator shows marked
improvement over NJ using breakpoint or inversion distances, it too degrades in accuracy when given data close
to saturation. This degradation motivated us to design a
correction function to apply to input distance matrices so
as to improve the behavior of NJ on nearly saturated data.
We used extensive simulations to obtain large amounts
of information on the relationship between actual and
minimal distances, then designed a correction function,
EDE, using various fitting tools and numerical techniques.
To develop an estimator for the actual number of
inversions under which NJ performs well, we simulated
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evolution for a large range of numbers n of genes and
numbers k of (random) inversions. We then normalized
observed values by the number of genes, plotted the
(normalized) actual number of inversions against the
(normalized) minimum inversion distance, computed the
means of the sets of values for which x is fixed, and
graphed this mean. The curve we obtained suggested a
function F mapping normalized numbers of actual inversions to normalized inversion distances. This function F
must have the following properties:
1. 0 ≤ F(x) ≤ x (obviously)
2. lim x→∞ F(x) = an , where an is the expected
inversion distance between two random genomes on
n genes, divided by n
3. F (0) = 1, because initially every inversion
increases the inversion distance by 1
4. F −1 (y) is defined for all y ∈ [0, 1]. We also
assume that F is monotone increasing (additional
inversions generally, if not always, increase the
inversion distance) to allow us to infer F −1
A ratio of second-degree polynomials satisfies constraints
2 +bx
(2)–(4), so we used F0 (x) = xax
2 +cx+b .

Experiments showed that setting a = 1 for all values of
n produces the best results. To estimate b and c, we minimized the least-square error 
between F0 and the empirical
2
data—i.e., we minimized
(x,y) |F0 (x) − y| . Using
gradient descent methods, we obtained b = 0.5956 and
c = 0.4577. Because this definition of F0 does not always
satisfy constraint (1), we set F(x) = min{F0 (x), x}; this
is the “fixed-point modification.”
We can now define EDE to be the nonnegative inverse of
F. EDE overestimates the actual number of inversions for
large inversion distances. However, this overestimation
appears not to affect the performance of NJ (we explored
several ways of modifying the latter values, but did not
obtain an improvement).

Comparison of different distances
We simulated the Nadeau-Taylor model under different
weight settings to study the behavior of different distance
methods. All datasets have 120 genes. For each dataset in
the experiment, we chose a number between 1 and 300
(2.5 times the number of genes) as the number of rearrangement events. We then computed the BP (breakpoint)
and INV (inversion) distances and corrected them using
IEBP and EDE distances. Figure 1 shows our findings. The
figure suggests that BP and INV distances underestimate
the number of events, although they are highly accurate
and have small variance when the number of events is low.
The linear region—the range of the x-coordinate values
where the curve is a straight line—is larger for INV than
for BP, so that INV produces unbiased estimates in a larger
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Fig. 1. Mean and standard deviation plots for different distance estimators, for 120 genes under inversion-only scenarios. The datasets are
divided into bins according to their x-coordinate values (the BP or INV distance).

range than does BP. IEBP produces good estimates over all
ranges. EDE has more erratic behavior—the curve initially
has the same shape as INV due to the fixed-point modification, but it constantly underestimates thereafter. Both EDE
and IEBP have larger variances than BP and INV.

Neighbor-joining performance
We conducted a simulation study to compare the performance of NJ using four different distances: BP, INV,
IEBP, and EDE. Figure 2 shows our findings. This figure
shows false negative rates for a best case—inversion-only
scenarios—and for a nearly worst-case—scenarios with
both transpositions and inverted transpositions. Note that
NJ with EDE is remarkably robust: even though it was
engineered for inversions only, it handles datasets with a
large number of transpositions and inverted transpositions
almost as well. NJ with EDE can recover 90% of the edges
even for the close-to-saturation datasets where the maximum pairwise inversion distance is close to 90% of the
maximum value. NJ with EDE is even competitive with
the more computationally intensive MPBE (Maximum
Parsimony on Binary Encoding) method (data not shown).
That NJ with EDE improves on NJ with IEBP, in spite

of the fact that IEBP is a somewhat better estimator, may
be attributed to the greater precision (smaller variance) of
EDE for smaller distances—most of the choices made in
neighbor-joining are made among small distances.

BETTER ANALYSES
Parsimony improves accuracy
Since the main goal of phylogeny reconstruction is producing the correct tree topology, the parsimony approach
we have taken needs to be evaluated in terms of the
topological accuracy of the trees produced. We ran a large
series of tests on model trees to test the hypothesis that
reducing the total breakpoint or inversion length of trees
would yield more topologically accurate trees.
We ran a total of 209 tests of NJ with each of inversion
and breakpoint distances, each test with at least 12 data
points, on sets of up to 40 genomes. We used two genome
sizes (37 and 120 genes, representative of mitochondrial
and chloroplast genomes, respectively) and various ratios
of inversions to transpositions and inverted transpositions,
as well as various evolutionary rates. For each dataset,
we computed the total inversion and breakpoint distances
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Fig. 2. False negative rates of NJ methods under various distance estimators as a function of the maximum pairwise inversion distance, for
10, 20, 40, 80, and 160 genomes. Model weight settings are 1:0:0 (inversion only) and 1:1:1 (equally likely events).

and compared their values with the percentage of errors
(measured as false negatives). We used the nonparametric
Cox-Stuart test (Conover, 1999) for detecting trends—
i.e., for testing whether reducing breakpoint or inversion
distance consistently reduced topological errors. Using
a 95% confidence level, we found that over 97% of the
datasets with inversion distance and over 96% of those
with breakpoint distance exhibited such a trend. Indeed,
even at the 99.9% confidence level, over 82% of the
datasets still exhibited such a trend.
Figure 3 shows the results of scoring the different NJ
trees under the two optimization criteria: breakpoint score
and inversion length. Just the inversion-only scenario is
shown here, since other evolutionary settings produce
similar behavior. In general, the relative ordering and
trend of the curves agree with the curves of Figure 2,
suggesting that decreasing the number of inversions or
breakpoints should lead to an improvement in topological
accuracy. This correlation is strongest for the 120-gene
case and somewhat weaker for the 37-gene case. Finally,
this trend still holds under the other evolutionary models
(such as when only transpositions occur).
These experiments support the conjecture that improving the inversion length or breakpoint length should lead
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to improved topological accuracy, at least for the case
of chloroplast genomes (which have many genes) and of
mitochondrial genomes where the rates of evolution are
sufficiently low to keep the dataset below saturation.

A lower bound using circular orderings
The following theorem is well known:
T HEOREM 3. Let d be a n × n matrix of pairwise
distances between the taxa in a set S; let T be a tree
leaf-labelled by the taxa in S; and let w
 be an edgeweighting on T , so that we have wi j =
e∈Pi j w(e) ≥

di j . Set w(T ) = e∈E(T ) w(e). If 1, 2, . . . , n is a circular
ordering of the leaves of T , under some planar embedding
of T , then we have 2w(T ) ≥ d1,2 + d2,3 + . . . + dn,1 .
And this corollary immediately follows:
C OROLLARY 1. Let d be the matrix of minimum inversion distances between every pair of genomes in a set S,
let T be a fixed tree on S, and let 1, 2, . . . , n be the circular ordering of leaves in T . Then the inversion length of T
is at least 12 (d1,2 + d2,3 + . . . + dn,1 ).
(This corollary forms the basis of the old “twice around
the tree” heuristic for the TSP based on minimum
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Fig. 3. Scoring NJ methods under various distance estimators as a function of the maximum pairwise inversion distance for 10, 20, and 40
genomes. Plotted is the ratio of the NJ tree score to the model tree score (breakpoint or inversion) on an inversion-only model tree.

spanning trees (Held and Karp, 1970).)
We use these bounds to help search tree space in the
obvious way. First, we obtain a good upper bound on
the minimum achievable inversion length by using our
polynomial-time technique (NJ with EDE distances); we
update this upper bound every time the search finds a
better tree. For each tree, we quickly compute the circular
lower bound of Corollary 1. If that lower bound exceeds
the upper bound, the tree can be discarded without being
scored. Since scoring a tree involves solving numerous
TSP instances, such bounding can dramatically reduce the
running time.

The lower bound in practice
We ran three different experiments to quantify various
aspects of our bounding techniques. Our first experiment
measures the percentage of trees that are pruned through
bounding (and thus not scored) as a function of the
three model parameters: number of genomes, number
of genes, and number of inversions per edge. We used
an inversion-only scenario, as well as one with approximately half inversions and half transpositions or inverted
transpositions. Our data consisted of two collections of
10 datasets each for a combination of parameters. The
number of genomes varied over {10, 20, 40, 80, 160}, the

number of genes varied over {10, 20, 40, 80, 160, 320},
and the rate of evolution varied from 2 to 8 events per
tree edge, for a total of 90 parameter combinations and
thus 1,800 datasets. For each dataset, we generated 1,000
random circular orderings, scored their pairwise circular
order inversion distance, and compared these scores to the
upper bound. Table 1 shows the percentage of trees pruned
away by the circular lower bound. The lower bound is
surprisingly effective for certain datasets, but for many
others would not eliminate any trees. For low rates of
evolution and datasets with up to 160 genomes, we found
that most random circular orderings were eliminated—a
very encouraging result for chloroplast genomes (which
can contain several hundred genes) and quite sufficient for
the analysis of mitochondrial datasets (where the number
of genes is 37), since many have low evolutionary rates.
However, note that at higher rates of evolution, the bound
is not effective until the number of genes gets into the
range of 80 to 160, while the bound is simply ineffective
at truly high rates of evolution.
Our second experiment used our real dataset of 13
chloroplast genomes, 12 from the flowering plant family
Campanulaceae and with Tobacco as an outgroup. Each
of the 13 genomes has 105 gene segments and, though
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Table 1. Percentage of trees eliminated through bounding.
# genes
10
20
40
80
160
320

r value
# genomes

10
0
0
91
99
100
100

20
0
80
100
100
100
100

r =2
40
0
91
100
100
100
100

r=4
80
1
1
100
100
100
100

160
1
1
100
100
100
100

highly rearranged, has what we consider to be a low rate
of evolution. We ran GRAPPA on this dataset both with and
without the lower bound and computed the percentage
of trees eliminated using the bound. After running for 12
hours (on a 300MHz Pentium II workstation) and processing well over 50 million trees, the code using bounding
had eliminated 85% of the trees from further computation.
Because computing the circular bound entails its
own cost (linear in the number of genomes), we were
interested in what kind of running time speedup GRAPPA
would gain through this bounding technique. Our third
experiment ran our code on the Campanulaceae dataset
for 12 hours each with and without bounding: the version
with bounding processed nearly 10 times as many trees.
Thus the speedup over BPAnalysis reported in Moret
et al. (2001b) is now increased by another factor of 5–10,
to a value of over 5,000.
The speedup obtained by bounding depends on two
factors: the percentage of trees that can be eliminated
by the bounding and the difficulty of the TSP instances
avoided by using the bounds. As Table 1 shows, when
the rate of evolution is not too high, close to 100% of the
trees can be eliminated by using the bounds. However, the
TSP instances solved in GRAPPA can be quite small when
the evolutionary rate is low, due to how we compress data
(as described in Moret et al. (2001b)). Consequently, the
speedup will also depend on the rate of evolution, with
lower rates of evolution producing easier TSP instances
and thus smaller speedups. The Campanulaceae dataset is
a good example of a dataset that is quite easy for GRAPPA,
in the sense that it produces easy TSP instances—but even
in this case, a significant speedup results. More generally,
the speedup increases with larger numbers of genomes
and, to a point, with higher rates of evolution. When one
is forced to exhaustively search tree space, these speedups
represent substantial savings in time.
Our last experiment used a combined heuristic. We analyzed the Campanulaceae dataset using NJ and MPBE and
then took the strict consensus tree (the maximally resolved
tree that is a common contraction) of the 8 trees returned
by these procedures. We gave this tree as a constraint tree
to GRAPPA; this makes GRAPPA search the space of all refinements of the constraint tree for the minimum inversion
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tree. The search space contained only 10,395 trees, which
we can run to completion in much less than a minute
(though not because of the bounding technique, since it
did not eliminate any tree, an expected occurrence when
all trees examined have a good topology). The search returned 216 optimal trees, with an inversion score of 67 and
a breakpoint score of 84. Since earlier attempts to analyze
this dataset found only four trees with an inversion score
of 67 (Cosner et al., 2000b), this represents a significant
advance in the exploration of tree space. Our previous
experiments missed these equally parsimonious trees.

HIGH-PERFORMANCE COMPUTING
Even the best algorithms for phylogeny reconstruction
are likely to take exponential time in many cases, so
that we should take advantage of high-performance tools
whenever possible. We used the best precepts of algorithm engineering (Moret, 2001) to improve the running
time of our GRAPPA software, eventually achieving a
2,000-fold speedup, as reported in Moret et al. (2001b).
More recently, we parallelized our software (an easy task,
since it offers “embarrassing parallelism”) and used the
512-processor Los Lobos supercluster at the U. of New
Mexico to run a complete analysis of the Campanulaceae
dataset. This analysis took only 1.5 hours instead of the
several centuries estimated in Cosner et al. (2000b), for
a million-fold speedup (Bader and Moret, 2000). We
expect to effect similar speedups (by several orders of
magnitude) in a future reimplementation of parsimony
searches (both local, using TBR techniques, and global,
using branch-and-bound searches), based on the same
principles of high-performance algorithm engineering and
parallel algorithm development. Although even a millionfold speedup will allow us to increase the number of taxa
by only a few when using an exponential-time algorithm,
the same speedup applied to a polynomial-time algorithm
will represent the difference between solving a problem
today or waiting a few generations. We have also produced the first ever linear parallel speedups for complex
combinatorial problems (Bader et al., 2001), using sharedmemory machines (SMPs). Branch-and-bound falls in
this category of problems, so that we can now expect to
see respectable parallel speedups in parsimony searches
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and other related optimization problems when using our
newly developed parallel techniques (Moret et al., 2001a).

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We have described new theoretical and experimental
results that have enabled us to analyze significant datasets
in terms of inversion events and that also extend to models
incorporating transpositions. This work is part of an
ongoing project to develop fast and robust techniques
for reconstructing phylogenies from gene-order data.
Our current software suffers from several limitations,
particularly its exhaustive search of all of (constrained)
tree space. However, the bounds we have described can
be used in conjunction with branch-and-bound (based
on inserting leaves into subtrees or extending circular
orderings) as well as in heuristic search techniques. In the
long term, we plan to extend these techniques to solving
the IT (inversion plus transposition) phylogeny problem,
enable analysis of genomes with unequal gene sets, and
handle multiple chromosomes.
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